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The use of country guidance case law in refugee recognition outside the UK
Makesh D Joshi
The use of country guidance case law is now a
well-established tool in refugee recognition in
the UK, with lawyers, State decision-makers and
independent judges using these determinations.
There now exist over 300 country guidance cases
relating to asylum seekers from more than 60
countries. These are in the public domain, located
on the Courts and Tribunals website,1 and are
sorted by country with links to a full copy of the
determination for each case.
They were introduced in the refugee status
determination process in the UK in 2002 to help
provide consistency in decision-making when
considering the same or similar issues and evidence
for individual applicants relating to their country of
origin. When applied in the UK, they go beyond being
solely a source of country of origin information,
additionally providing guidance that is treated as
authoritative in the refugee status determination
process (unless there are good reasons not to rely
on them).2
As an open-access resource, these decisions can
and are being used by some decision-makers in
the refugee recognition process outside the UK. If
relying on them, it is important to ensure that the

most recent determination on the issue is being
considered and that the decision-maker properly
takes account of other and any new country of
origin evidence that has emerged since the country
guidance case was determined and that may be
relevant to the case in question. It is also critical
that the specific facts of the individual application
are considered. The Best Practice Guide to Asylum
and Human Rights Appeals3 provides useful
guidance on how a country guidance case may apply
to an individual claim.
Although clearly not authoritative in refugee
recognition processes outside the UK, country
guidance determinations should be perceived as
one source of open-access information.
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1. The most recent list, published in September 2020, is at
bit.ly/UK-country-guidance-Sept2020
2. See the Upper Tribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber)
Guidance Note 2011 No 2 bit.ly/guidance-note-2
3 Henderson M, Moffatt R and Pickup A (2020) Best Practice
Guide to Asylum and Human Rights Appeals
www.ein.org.uk/bpg/contents

Using multi-member panels to tackle RSD complexities
Jessica Hambly, Nick Gill and Lorenzo Vianelli
Research across a range of European jurisdictions suggests that the use of multi-member
judicial panels at appeal stage improves the quality and fairness of RSD.
Appeals against negative refugee status
determination (RSD) decisions are an
essential component of fair asylum
procedures and provide crucial oversight of
the quality and accuracy of initial decisions.
And yet, a worrying trend among signatories
of the 1951 Refugee Convention sees States
grappling with how to make appeals as
quick and cheap as possible. One key tactic
has been the reform and re-configuration
of appeal bodies, notably in relation to the
identity and number of participating judges.
Our findings, based on observational
and interview data from the ASYFAIR
Project,1 indicate that appellants, their
legal representatives and judges appreciate

multi-lateral teamwork in this complex area
of law – an area which a) often depends
on credibility assessment, b) is dependent on
high levels of discretion and c) is infiltrated
by cultures of denial and disbelief. While
many States are retreating to single-judge
procedures as a way of cutting costs and
achieving efficiency, collaborative elements
help promote accurate, high-quality decisionmaking, and future policy should reflect this.

A mediating effect

Democratic legal systems around the world
recognise that matters of great importance
should be deliberated and decided by a panel
of adjudicators, rather than by a single judge.

